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T I P S Y   T A L E S
is an immersive experience 

company. We develop unique 
entertainment that allows people 
to create unforgettable moments 

with the people they love.



A B O U T    T I P S Y   T A L E S

Founded in October 2017 by Quina Baterna and Wayne 
Yeang, and officially incorporated last

May 2018, Tipsy Tales creates immersive entertainment - 
physical spaces turned into multi- sensory worlds for 
you to enjoy your own surreal adventure in with family 
and friends.

Our pioneer production transforms a mall space in 
Eastwood Mall, Quezon City into the weird but 
wonderful world of Filipino Folklore. Experience your 
own fairy tale adventure as actors guide you through 
this dream-like reality. Journey into the unknown, 
witness bizarre sights and taste brave new flavors. But 
be careful, it's a beautiful world but there's a cunning 
plot just waiting to happen!

Every story we tell aims to give you moments you'll 
remember forever. Our worlds are designed to ignite 
nervous excitement within you - the same emotions you 
feel in those moments in life you've never felt so alive.

HISTORY THE FOUNDERS
The founders met at the Harvard Conference for Asian and 
International Relations in Boston last 2014.

Quina Baterna is a Filipino who graduated from Ateneo de 
Manila University with a degree in BA Information Design. 
She was a former Management Trainee in Globe Telecom, 
freelance voice actress, graphic designer and marketing 
manager.

Wayne Yeang is a Malaysian who graduated from the 
Imperial College of London with a Master of Engineering 
(MEng) Electrical and Electronics Engineering with 
Management and was a management consultant from the 
Boston Consulting Group in several countries.

OUR TEAM
Our team is composed of imagineers and professional 
performers from all walks of life, collectively speaking over 10 
languages, coming from several provinces in the Philippines and 
come from backgrounds such as fire & flow dancing, stunt 
fighting, graphic design, PR, writing and so on.





is our tourist attraction - a 75 
minute show based on Filipino 

Folklore in Eastwood Mall. 

In this multi-sensory 
experience, actors take you on 

your very own fairy tale 
adventure set across a 4,500 
sqft world. As the hero of this 
story, your choices determine 
your path and your ending is 

entirely up to you. 





What is the experience like?

Each group is treated with special care, changing 
elements of the live set to be personalized for 

them to make their experience special.

HIGHLY 
PERSONALIZED

MULTI-SENSORY

CULTURAL

MULTI-LINEAR
The shows changes depending on interactions 

from the audience. It’s never the same show twice.

It showcases Filipino culture like never before 
integrating everything from textiles, interior design, 

make up, theatrical elements, world building and 
Folklore.

The experience includes food, customised scents, live 
action-triggered sound effects and temperature 

changes.



Where have Tipsy Tales been featured?



What people had to say!



mailto:quina.baterna@gmail.com
http://www.quinabaterna.com
http://www.linkedin.com/in/quinabaterna

